Peri-orbital electrodes as a supplemental recording for detection of ictal discharges in medial temporal lobe epilepsy
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Abstract

Objective: The feasibility of peri-orbital electrodes, which are not invasive and do not induce pain, as a supplemental electrode for detection of ictal discharges in medial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE) was examined. Methods: Patients with MTLE, who underwent video-EEG monitoring with simultaneous peri-orbital and sphenoidal electrodes and obtained good outcome following standard anterior temporal lobectomy, were subjects in this study. Initial ictal discharge amplitudes were compared between sphenoidal (Sp1/2), standard anterior temporal in 10-20 system (F7/8), peri-orbital (superior orbital lateral: SOL, inferior orbital medial: IOM), frontopolar (Fp1/2), frontal (F3/4) and ear (A1/2) electrodes. Results: A total of 34 consecutive seizures from 20 patients were analyzed, with a maximum amplitude observed at Sp1/2 (57.57±5.59), followed by F7/8 (54.89±5.59), SOL (50.97±5.59), IOM (46.95±5.59), A1/2 (45.07±5.69), Fp1/2 (44.78±5.62), and F3/4 (37.75±5.66) (mean±standard error, μV). There was no statistical difference between Sp1/2, F7/8, SOL, and IOM values. When the sphenoidal electrode was omitted, 13 seizures (13/34, 38.2%) resulted in the highest amplitude at peri-orbital electrodes and 10 seizures (10/34, 29.4%) at F7/8. Conclusions: Peri-orbital electrodes could detect ictal discharges in MTLE as well as sphenoidal and standard anterior temporal electrodes in 10-20 system and are useful for supplemental recording for detecting ictal epileptiform discharges in MTLE.

INTRODUCTION

The medial temporal lobe is a key structure involved in seizure activity. However, detection of electrical activities in the medial temporal lobe when the electrode is situated on the scalp is extremely difficult, because the electrical activities are located deep inside the skull and the surrounding bones distort the electrical activity conduction. To overcome this, a sphenoidal (Sp) electrode technique has been developed and is widely used to monitor seizures. The Sp electrode is inserted beneath the zygomatic arch, and the electrode tip is usually placed at an anteroventral position within the basal temporal region. However, it remains unclear whether Sp electrodes detect electrical activity in the medial temporal lobe. In addition, it is often accompanied by pain. Therefore, several electrode placements have been analyzed as substitutes for the Sp electrode, e.g., nasopharyngeal electrodes, subdermal sphenoidal electrodes, additional closely spaced anterior temporal electrodes, and cheek electrodes. These alternative methods significantly improve detection of epileptic foci compared to the use of 10-20 electrodes. However, the results are not superior to the Sp electrodes.

Incidentally, recordings from the peri-orbital electrodes, which were initially positioned to detect eye movements, also detected seizure activities in temporal lobe epilepsy patients. The present study examined the feasibility of peri-orbital electrodes for the detection of ictal epileptiform discharges in medial temporal lobe epilepsy (MTLE). In addition, these results were compared with Sp electrode detection results.
METHODS

Patients with MTLE, who underwent video-EEG monitoring with simultaneous peri-orbital electrodes and Sp electrodes during November 1996 to June 2002, were enrolled in the present study. MTLE diagnosis was made based on semiology, electroencephalographic recordings, and neuroimaging. Only patients who obtained a good outcome (Engel class 1 and 2) following standard anterior temporal lobectomy were included in the study. Encephalographic seizure activities were analyzed retrospectively.

Sp electrodes were composed of twisted stainless steel, which was 0.2 mm in diameter and isolated, except 1 mm at the tip (Unique Medical, Tokyo, Japan). Sp electrodes were blindly inserted immediately inferior to the zygomatic arch and bone intersection, approximately 4-5 cm deep. The electrode tip position was confirmed by X-ray and was corrected if necessary. Conventional Ag-Cl-Ag electrodes were used for peri-orbital recordings, which were placed above the upper lateral (superior orbital lateral: SOL) and lower medial (inferior orbital medial: IOM) position of the orbital fossa (Figure 1). Impedance was maintained below 5 kOhm. EEG data were digitally acquired at a sampling rate of 1 kHz (Neurofax, Nihon Koden, Tokyo, Japan). High-frequency data > 30 Hz were digitally filtered with a time constant of 0.1 s. Seizure electrical activity onsets were visually identified by two experienced electroencephalographers (HS and AS). The amplitude from peak to baseline of the initial three peaks of rhythmic seizure activities was measured using a digital scaling system (Nihon Koden), and the average of three amplitudes was compared between Sp electrodes (Sp1/2), peri-orbital electrodes (SOL and IOM), standard anterior temporal electrodes in 10-20 system (F7/8), frontopolar electrodes (Fp1/2), frontal electrodes (F3/4), and ear electrodes (A1/2). A Pz electrode was used as the reference electrode for amplitude measurement. The mean and standard error were estimated using a linear mixed effect model with seizures as the random effect and electrodes as the fixed effect. This model was considered intra-seizure amplitude dependent, by including a random effect in the model. The difference in mean of amplitude was tested between all pairs and was adjusted using the Tukey-Kramer method for multiple comparison.

RESULTS

Interictal spikes exhibited maximum amplitude at the anterior temporal region. Among 20 patients,
Figure 2: Simultaneous EEG recording from scalp, sphenoidal, and peri-orbital electrodes. Ictal activities from peri-orbital electrodes exhibit greater amplitude than sphenoidal electrodes. Similar rhythmic ictal discharges are observed at the frontopolar and anterior temporal region with left lateralized distribution (dotted oval). All electrodes are referred to an electrode at Pz.

9 patients had maximum amplitude at Sp1/2, 7 patients at F7/8, 2 patients at SOL, 1 patient at left IOM, and 1 patient at Fp1.

A total of 34 consecutive seizures from 20 patients were analyzed. The greatest amplitude was observed at Sp1/2 (57.57±5.59), followed by F7/8 (54.89±5.59; 0.996), SOL (50.97±5.59; 0.741), IOM (46.95±5.59; 0.194), A1/2 (45.07±5.69; 0.084), Fp1/2 (44.78±5.62; 0.063), and F3/4 (37.75±5.66; 0.0003) (mean±standard error, μV; P-value following adjustment). There was no statistical difference between Sp1/2, F7/8, SOL, and IOM (Figures 2 and 3). In 20 seizures, the maximum highest amplitude was observed at Sp1/2. In the remaining 14 seizures, 6 were at F7/8, 4 were at Fp1/2, 2 were at SOL, 1 was at IOM and 1 was at A1/2 electrodes. Of the 20 seizures that peaked at the sphenoidal electrode, the second highest amplitude was observed at IOM in 6 seizures, followed by SOL in 4 seizures, F7/8 in 4 seizures, A1/2 in 3 seizures, F3/4 in 2 seizures, and Fp1/2 in 1 seizure (Table 1). When the sphenoidal electrode was omitted, 13 seizures resulted in the highest amplitude at peri-orbital electrodes (6 at SOL and 7 at IOM, total 13 out of 34, 38.2%) and 10 seizures (10/ 34, 29.4%) at F7/8 (Table 1).

Table 1: Comparison of electrodes for seizure detection rate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sp1/2</th>
<th>F7/8</th>
<th>SOL R/L</th>
<th>IOM R/L</th>
<th>Fp1/2</th>
<th>F3/4</th>
<th>A1/2</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max next to Sp</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max excluding Sp</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Max; the number of seizures with the highest amplitude at seizure onset. Max next to Sp; the number of seizures with the second highest amplitude next to the sphenoidal electrode. Max excluding Sp; the number of seizures with the highest amplitude when the sphenoidal recording was excluded.
DISCUSSION

Sp electrodes mainly detect electrical activity in the basal temporal lobes and possibly in the posterior portion of orbital frontal lobes. However, Sp electrodes do not necessarily distinguish between spikes originating from antero-medial temporal areas or antero-lateral temporal areas. Even though seizure semiology, electroencephalographic recordings and neuroimaging suggested that these patients had medial temporal lobe epilepsy, the precise epileptogenic region might not have been the same and subtle field differences may have occurred. Therefore, to ensure that the patients were as homogeneous as possible, we selected patients with a good outcome after standard anterior temporal lobectomy. These patients had possible ictal discharges that arose primarily from medial temporal lobe structures.

Simultaneous recordings from sphenoidal and additional closely spaced anterior temporal electrodes were not performed, because the study was retrospective and sphenoidal electrodes were already in place in all cases. Therefore, peri-orbital, conventional, and sphenoidal electrodes were compared. It is interesting that the second largest initial ictal discharge amplitude was observed most frequently at the peri-orbital electrode in seizures, which peaked at the Sp electrode (4 at SOL and 6 at IOM, total 10 out of 20 seizures). This might suggest that distributions of epileptic discharge with maximum amplitude at sphenoidal electrode are similar to maximum amplitude at peri-orbital electrodes. Sparkes et al. reported that interictal anterior temporal epileptiform discharges were conducted to the outer canthus and inferior orbital electrodes via the skull foramen and exhibited amplitude similar to anterior temporal electrodes. This same mechanism may take place in the present ictal discharge recordings. In addition, the greatest amplitude was observed more frequently at peri-orbital electrodes than standard anterior temporal electrodes in 10-20 system. These results suggested that peri-orbital electrodes should be considered for increasing the detection rate of ictal discharges from medial temporal structures.

However, eye movement may disturb peri-orbital electrode recording, recordings from peri-orbital electrodes are rarely obscured by muscle activities, unlike other anterior temporal surface electrodes, and are easily replaced if contaminated by artifacts. Most importantly,

Figure 3: Mean amplitude and standard error of sphenoidal (Sp1/ Sp2), peri-orbital (SOL and IOM), anterior temporal (F7/ F8), frontal (F3/ F4), frontopolar (Fp1/ Fp2), and ear electrodes (A1/ A2).

Mean amplitude of sphenoidal electrode is greatest. There is no statistical difference between Sp1/2, F7/8, SOL, and IOM (*: P < 0.1, **: P < 0.05).

Sp: sphenoidal electrode; SOL: superior orbital lateral electrode; IOM: inferior orbital medial electrode.
peri-orbital electrodes are non-invasive and do not induce pain. Results from the present study demonstrated that peri-orbital electrodes can be an effective supplemental electrodes for detecting MTLE ictal epileptiform discharges.
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